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Abstract: From 2009 to 2013, a group of more than 100 researchers from 26 countries, under
a COST-Action project named FORSYS, worked on a review of the use of forest management decision
support systems (FMDSS). Guided by a template, local researchers conducted assessments of FMDSS
use in their countries; their results were documented in Country Reports. In this study, we have
used the Country Reports to construct a summary of FMDSS use. For the purposes of our analysis,
we conducted a two-round categorisation of the main themes to describe the most relevant aspects
of FMDSS use. The material produced was used to generate quantitative summaries of (i) the
types of problem where FMDSS are used, (ii) models and methods used to solve these problems,
(iii) knowledge management techniques, and (iv) participatory planning techniques. Beyond this,
a qualitative analysis identified and summarised the local researchers’ primary concerns, recorded
in the conclusions to the Country Reports; we designated these “lessons learned”. Results from
the quantitative analysis suggested that most of the participant countries were making use of latest
generation FMDSS. A few did not have practical problems that justified the use of such technology or
they were still at the beginning of the process of building models to solve their own forest problems.

Keywords: decision support systems; forest management; information technology in forestry

1. Introduction

The concept of forest management has widened in the last decades. In the early 1970s, forests
were seen as a source of wood and a forest decision maker had to establish an optimal harvest schedule
subject to economic constraints [1]. Contemporary decision makers have to deal with many other
environmental, social, and economic variables such as biodiversity, water resource protection, scenic
beauty, recreation, and carbon stocks [2,3]. One of the important responses to the impact of these larger
issues on forestry was that 76 countries have updated their forest policy statements since 2000, and
69 countries have had their current forest law amended since 2005 [4]. These changes have contributed
to consolidating the demand for better systems to support contemporary challenges.

Modern forest management decision support systems (FMDSS) must take into account a range
of different goods, services, and aspects related to environmental management like wildlife [5,6], fire
risk [7], landscape management, windthrow damage [8], consider constraints under climate change [9],
logistical operation uncertainties [10,11], and road upgrade management [12]. Modern FMDSS consider
multiple objectives and use knowledge from management science, like multiple criteria methods,
in their applications to current forest management problems [3,13,14]. In addition, a new social
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environment is leading to a complex context of multiple stakeholders involved in participatory
planning [15–17].

Usually, FMDSS have to include modern computer technologies to address new demands such as
climate change requirements, new country regulations, and new requirements from markets [9,18].
In order to overcome the technology barriers encountered in solving ever more complex forest models,
new mathematical methods have had to be developed [19]. In addition, new heuristics have been
developed to address massive spatial problems; dynamic, goal and stochastic programming have been
applied to bring flexibility to management plans [6,7,20,21].

Recent developments in information technology have enabled such improvements, but have also
influenced the concepts of modern DSS, and their application to contemporary challenges in Forest
Management [14]. Easy access to centralised systems based on the internet and databases, for example,
have enabled multiple stakeholders to share responsibility for decisions [9]. New technologies such as
laser scanning have enabled the development of DSS that access detailed tree-level information [22].

Much research work has been done on developing the models, techniques, and methods
necessary to build computerised FMDSS. This research has been evaluated by reviewers from various
standpoints [13,14,20,23]. However, our knowledge about the FMDSS which have been implemented,
and how they are utilised, is limited. Statistics on the computer programmes used or available for
use by practitioners have not previously been collected. Thus, we still do not know how much of the
available technology has been applied to the needs of forest managers. The aim of the FORSYS [24]
project has been precisely to collect this information. FORSYS was a natural expression of the curiosity
of the FMDSS research community to understand how the available research, produced over the last
five decades, was being applied.

In order to understand how decision support systems were being applied to Forest Management
problems, more than a hundred researchers—organised under a COST (European Cooperation in
Science and Technology) Action, number FP0804, funded by the European Union, from 2009 and
2013—studied the use of FMDSS in forest management worldwide [25]. Among other activities,
a committee prepared a template to guide data collection, which was conducted in 26 countries,
18 European and eight from the Americas, Africa and Asia. In the first step, the template defined how
to identify and classify a forest problem type. After that, for each problem type, researchers were
provided with a guideline on how to describe the use of a DSS. In a concluding section, the uses of
FMDSS were commented upon and discussed in more general terms.

Following the template guidelines (Figure 1), local researchers prepared Country Reports
producing one of the most significant results of the FORSYS project [26]. Due to standardisation,
data from the Country Reports could be compiled and analysed to answer questions related to the
use of FMDSS in different countries. Therefore, analysis of the FORSYS project results provides a
source of information to perceive how FMDSS research was being applied in contemporary forestry
management around the world, which is the main contribution of this paper. We wish to stress that
the data sources for the analysis were reports documenting actual instances of FMDSS use across
26 countries in Europe, Asia, the Americas, and Africa, and not the many scientific publications on
techniques and methods for FMDSS. The results contained in the large dossier of Country Reports
should be summarized to reveal the contemporary use of FMDSS, and the extent to which FMDSS has
been adopted by forestry managers.

Our primary objective is summarizing the information contained within the country reports.
More precisely, we have sought to answer the following questions: What proportion of the countries
in our sample was using all the available research results? What types of problems do they have to
solve? What kind of technology do they use to solve them? What are the main concerns and needs of
the practitioners?

To answer the questions raised in the previous paragraph, the first step was to create a structured
description of the problems decision-makers usually faced. The second step was to identify the models
they used to represent those problems, and which methods and techniques each country implemented
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to support forestry management decisions. The first phase we focused on the methods, models,
tools, and techniques used in the FMDSS, considered per se and in relation to the planning problems
the FMDSS were supposed to address. In the second phase, we synthesised the most important
lessons on the use of FMDSS from the perspective of practitioners, as expressed by the authors of the
Country Reports.
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Figure 1. Country Reports Production Process.

2. Material and Methods

The results of this paper comprise evaluations of two sources of information from the Country
Reports (CRs) presented by Borges et al. [26]: a quantitative analysis of existing FMDSS applications,
and an interpretation of the discussion and conclusion sections of the CRs to derive lessons learned
from FMDSS use. In total, reports were obtained from 26 countries involved in the FORSYS cooperation
(Table 1). A typical CR included an introductory section, a section on forest management planning
problems, a section on FMDSS, and a section with discussion and conclusions. The method may best
be characterised as that of secondary analysts, for we have taken multiple qualitative data sets and
conducted additional in-depth analyses [27]. Because our primary objective is summarizing the results,
it was necessary for us to go through the CRs, categorizing and analysing the information. Two aspects
of our work are important and should be emphasized: (i) standardisation of the CRs was necessary in
order to produce data compatible with a secondary analysis, and (ii) our secondary analysis has given
us the opportunity to produce summarised answers to the original questions posed by the FORSYS
committee to CR authors.

The quantitative analysis was based on counts of FMDSS instances in which a specific method,
model, tool, or technique was used. To investigate the link between the features of FMDSS and their
target decision problems, a classification of forest management planning problems into problem types
was applied. In some cases, the country or group of countries was used as an additional variable to
shed light on regional differences.

Section 2.1 presents the scheme used for the classification of forest management planning problems
into problem types. To obtain a characterisation of the FMDSS in a specific category, standardisation
was needed for the kinds of models, methods, tools, and techniques that were utilised. Section 2.2
outlines the standards by which the FMDSS categories were described.
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Table 1. The number of problem types, their corresponding dimensions, and occurrences.

Count +
A1:P29ry

Number of
Problem

Types

Distribution of Problem Types

Temporal Scale Spatial Scale Spatial Context † Decision Makers Objectives

Strategic Tactical Operational Regional Forest Stand Spatial,
with N I

Spatial, with
No N I Non-Spatial Single >1 Single Multiple

Austria 5 1 3 1 2 0 3 3 2 0 2 3 0 5
Brazil 4 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 3 0 0 4 1 3

Canada 4 3 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 2 1 3 0 4
Chile 7 2 2 3 0 3 4 1 6 0 7 0 7 0
China 5 3 2 0 0 3 2 0 5 0 0 5 0 5

Denmark 6 3 2 1 1 5 0 4 1 1 4 2 0 6
Estonia 7 3 1 3 0 4 3 4 0 3 5 2 5 2
Finland 5 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 4

Germany 7 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 4 3 4
Greece 3 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 3

Hungary 16 6 6 4 6 6 4 0 7 9 9 7 9 7
Ireland 9 3 2 4 1 5 3 2 3 4 6 3 3 6

Italy 4 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 3 2 2 0 4
Morocco 5 3 1 1 1 1 3 0 5 0 5 0 0 5
Norway 6 6 0 0 1 2 3 1 4 1 4 2 2 4
Portugal 16 11 2 3 2 9 5 3 10 3 12 4 2 14
Russia 6 1 4 1 2 2 2 3 3 0 1 5 1 5

Slovenia 10 4 5 1 2 3 5 7 1 2 1 9 2 8
South Africa 7 2 2 3 2 4 1 6 1 0 0 7 2 5

Spain 14 8 5 1 1 9 4 5 4 5 9 5 1 13
Sweden 5 3 1 1 1 3 1 4 1 0 4 1 1 4

Switzer-land 9 5 2 2 2 5 2 3 4 2 6 3 0 9
Turkey 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

United Kingdom 9 4 5 0 2 3 4 4 3 2 2 7 4 5
United States 5 3 2 0 2 3 0 0 3 2 2 3 1 4

Sum 175 85 53 37 36 85 54 58 74 43 91 84 46 129
Occurren-ce (%) * 96 88 76 80 96 76 80 88 64 88 84 68 92

† N I = neighbourhood interrelations; * Occurrence over all countries = [N – n(0)]/N, where N = total number of analysed country reports (25 countries), and n(0) = number of countries
reporting no problem types corresponding to the specified dimension.
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The analysis of the discussion and conclusion sections of the CRs may be considered a qualitative
research study conducted according to Chenail [28] recommendations which establish that such studies
need to adopt simple and pragmatically methods, especially when they are exploratory in their scope.
We sought to discover and explore the basic patterns present in the conclusions, so as to describe in a
structured manner how local practitioners understood their experiences regarding their use of FMDSS.
This last part of the adopted method intends to answer one of the specific question of this study that is
about the main concerns of the practitioners. The results of this exploratory analysis may be expected
to provide valuable guidelines for further FMDSS research. How the interpretation was made and
what themes were followed are outlined in Section 2.3.

2.1. Classification of Forest Problem Types

The problem type dimensions were temporal scale (strategic, tactical, or operational), spatial
scale (regional, forest, or stand), spatial context (spatial with or without neighbourhood interrelations,
or non-spatial), number of decision makers (one or more than one), number of objectives (single or
multiple), and scope (wood, non-wood products and services). The definitions can be found in Table 2,
based on Eriksson et al. [25].

Table 2. Forest management problem type dimensions, based on Eriksson et al. [25].

Temporal Scale
Strategic (long-term) planning: planning horizon extending more than 10 years.

Tactical (medium-term) planning: planning horizon extending from 2 to 10 years.
Operational (short-term) planning: planning horizon extending to 1 year or less, typically including planning

periods of one month or less.

Spatial Scale
Regional/national level: focused on sets of landscapes that may be managed for different objectives.

Forest level: focused on forest landscapes with several stands managed for common purpose(s).
Stand level: focused on units with homogeneous ecological, physiographic, and development features.

Spatial Context
Spatial with neighbourhood interrelations: the interactions of decisions made for neighbouring stands (or

other areal units) are of importance, i.e., a decision made for one stand may: (i) constrain decisions for
neighbouring stands or (ii) influence the outcome of decisions made for neighbouring stands.

Spatial with no neighbourhood interrelations: locations of forest operations are of importance, but it is
assumed that a decision made for one stand does not constrain decisions for neighbouring stands or influence

the outcome of decisions made for neighbouring stands.
Non-spatial: stands may be aggregated into strata or analysis units without considering their mutual locations.

There is no concern with locational specificity or neighbourhood interrelations.

Decision-Making
A single decision-maker makes the decision on his/her own, e.g. the forest owner.

More than one decision-maker has the power to decide. In addition, there can be other parties (stakeholders)
with no formal decision-making power who influence or may influence the decision.

Objectives
Single: problem addresses one and only one objective.

Multiple: problem addresses two or more objectives, any pair of which could be conflicting, complementary, or
neutral with respect to each other.

Scope: Goods and Services
Wood products: problem addresses the supply of wood products that are traded in the market (roundwood,

pulpwood, or biomass).
Non-wood products: problem addresses the supply of non-wood products that are traded in the market (fruits,

cork, essential oils, etc.).
Services: problem addresses the supply of services that may be traded in the market (recreation, hunting,

fishing,...).

A problem type was thus defined by the set of values for the six planning problem dimensions.
In total, 175 problem types from 25 countries (one of the countries had to be excluded, as their CR
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did not follow the specifications provided with the report template) associated with FMDSS use were
described, i.e., on average seven problem types per country. A total of 119 distinct problem types were
found in the material.

2.2. Categorisation of FMDSS Instances by Models and Methods

The following features of FMDSS were covered by the CRs: (i) Models and Methods (M & M),
(ii) Knowledge Management tools and techniques (KM), and (iii) Participatory Planning tools and
techniques (PP). M & M covered the models used as representations of the target systems of the FMDSS
as well as the optimization and search methods used for solving management problems. KM and
PP included both tools built into the FMDSS as well as techniques used together with the FMDSS to
address forest management problems.

To go along with quantitative analyses, information related to topics mentioned in the previous
paragraph had to be extracted from the reports and assembled in a form suitable for query. In a
preliminary analysis, we realized that the descriptions of the FMDSS (M & M, KM, and PP) were
heterogeneous, despite efforts towards a standardisation of the reports. Creating lists of categories
by simple enumeration of the terms mentioned in the reports led to a large number of redundant
categories. It became clear that a systematic classification of the reported categories or coding of the
descriptions was needed.

To render the material suitable for further analysis, we subjected the verbal descriptions of the
FMDSS to two rounds of analysis and classification (Figure 2). The first round was a “raw classification”.
Its main objective was eliminating redundancy. This classification resulted in 40 instances under
a supra-category “models”, nine instances under a supra-category “method”, 59 instances under
a supra-category “sub method”, 31 instances under a supra-category “knowledge management
techniques”, and 18 instances under a supra-category “participatory planning method”. The second
round of the classification was tailored according to the specific research questions of the present paper,
which were focussed on models and methods. We merged many categories and changed the names of
some of the supra-categories to reflect better the character of the new, merged categories. This second
round of classification resulted in two instances under a supra-category “Model type”, three instances
under a supra-category “Methods group”, and four instances under a supra-category “Participatory
planning techniques”. For the “Methods group”, simulation, optimization, and multiple criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) were used as the main basis for classification of the problem solving method
employed to approach different planning problems. This allowed discrimination between (i) the ways
that planning problems were dealt with, (ii) the kind of information required, and (iii) the kinds of
decision-making processes that were involved. Simulation should here be understood as “what if”
methods, i.e., rules for forest management activities were specified and the outcome of those rules
represented the solution. Optimization means that an optimization algorithm of some sort generates
a set of plans from which the best, according to criteria, is then identified. MCDA means that some
multiple criteria technique was applied. A complication with this scheme for method classification was
that either simulation or optimization must be used in order to produce a set of plans upon which an
MCDA method may subsequently operate. In order to avoid double counting, a method was classified
as MCDA if MCDA was applied regardless of the underlying technique (simulation or optimization)
employed to produce the plans.

These supra-categories and their instances are listed in Table 3. This processed material enabled us
to summarise the number of FMDSS or country instances by any (combination) of the named categories.

KM were not subject to any quantitative analysis since it was possible to establish only 31 instances
from eight countries and almost half of the instances did not specify the technique.

Although researchers typically recognize the need for a significant amount of data, it is not
clearly described how practitioners and modelers deal with them. This finding matches the same
conclusions of a similar assessment done in 2013 over 17 Ecosystem Services DSS [29], in which the
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author considered how to deal with data; one of the barriers to lower to improve the use of the
considered DSS. Also, the author reports that it would take a considerable effort.Forests 2016, 7, 72  8 of 22 
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Table 3. Categories of FMDSS by model and method, and the number of instances *.

Supra-Category Number Category Number Methods

Model type 277 Timber;
Ecological

253
24

-

Methods group 334
Simulation; 126

Optimization; 158 LP; MIP; DP; NLP; Heuristics; Other
MCDA 50 AHP; Outranking; Simple ranking;

MAUT; Voting; Other

Participatory planning techniques 103 Meetings;
Survey & interviews;

System & process;
MCDA

54
15
21
13

-

* FMDSS = forest management decision support systems; MCDA = multiple criteria decision analysis;
LP = linear programming; MIP = mixed integer programming; DP = dynamic programming; NLP = non-linear
programming; AHP = analytical hierarchy process; MAUT = multiple attribute utility theory.

2.3. Standard for Lessons Learned

The standardisation that local researchers had to follow to make their reports did not include
the conclusion section of the reports. As there was a lot of non-standardized information in the
conclusion sections, we used a “lesson-learned” (LL) approach to provide a kind of structure to this
information, which permitted subsequent analysis. An LL comprised, at least, three basic statements:
(i) the lesson learned itself, (ii) the evidence for the lesson learned, and (iii) a recommendation to the
community related to the lesson learned. Assuming that in preparing the conclusion sections the
local researchers would freely express their own impressions regarding the use of FMDSS in their
countries, the LL approach could give an overall idea of the status of FMDSS use and development in
each reporting country.
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Using this methodology (Figure 2), we analysed the conclusion sections of each CR. This work
resulted in 77 lessons learned. In order to facilitate the analysis, the LL were grouped according to
the following list: (i) KM Techniques; (ii) Participatory Process; (iii) Modelling; (iv) Expertise; and
(v) Involvement of Academia. The strength of this methodology is in its ability to identify and group
issues mentioned by the CR authors.

However, the imposition of structure limits the detail in the impressions offered by the local
researchers that could be carried forward into the analysis that was commissioned by the FORSYS
project committee. Once the LL had been grouped, it became possible to group the countries by
the areas of concern the CR authors expressed in the conclusion sections, under the hypothesis that
similarity of concerns is an indication of similarities in problem types faced or similarities in how
problems were addressed. To complete the evaluation of the conclusions of the CRs, we took the
information revealed by consideration of the groups by LL and country to produce the analytical
discussion that is presented in the discussion section of this paper.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Existing Uses of FMDSS to Address Forest Management Problem Types

We begin our review of the results by tracing the number of problem types to which FMDSS were
applied in each of the reporting countries, and the classification of the problem types under each of the
dimensions presented in Table 2. This main result is shown in Table 1, which provides the number of
problem types and their distribution over the problem type dimensions for the participating countries.
The number of problem types and the diversification across the dimensions (Table 2) in each country
reveals the high degree of heterogeneity of the forest problems to which FMDSS are applied, and hence
the potential need for flexible application of a variety of FMDSS.

As noted in Table 1, for every problem type in every country, there was one or more FMDSS.
It was also true that there was no FMDSS that was not related to at least one problem type.

Examining the occurrences presented in the last row of Table 1, all but one country (Turkey)
reported on the implementation of FMDSS to support long-term planning whereas fewer have support
for short-term, operational planning. Considering the application of FMDSS to problems with different
spatial scales, tools to address larger spatial scales—regional and forest level—were more represented
than stand level analysis tools. There were fewer applications of FMDSS to solve or analyse non-spatial
problems than applications with a spatial dimension. However, this does not mean that there was a
lack of tools for non-spatial problems (indeed non-spatial problems are generally simpler than spatial
problems because they usually do not have integer variables), rather that there were fewer planning
problems without a spatial dimension to which FMDSS were applied, than problems with spatial
aspects. Single and multiple decision maker situations were equally well represented. Single objective
problems were less frequent objects of FMDSS analysis than multiple objective problems.

Occurrences over all countries provided the simplest way to summarize the problem types since
the requirements of the research were organised this way. Local researchers, however, reported few
instances of problem types in each subgroup. Further, each problem is described by values for each of
the six dimensions of Table 2, and it may be anticipated that certain combinations of dimension values
will have a higher frequency than others. In order to obtain greater insight into the types of problems
that the pool of 25 reporting countries were addressing using FMDSS, it was useful to group the
problems according to combinations of the values for several dimensions, and determine the frequency
of each combination, expressed as a percentage of all problems, across the pool of countries. Table 4
shows the results of an analysis of this type, where the values for temporal scale, spatial scale, and
number of decision makers were selected to categorise the problem type. A quarter of all problem types
were strategic, large scale (forest or regional), and participative in nature. The most frequent tactical
problem, corresponding to 10% of all problem types, was linked to the forest spatial scale and a single
decision maker, indicating a company planning situation. The next two problem types by frequency
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were stand based problems, indicative of a private forest owner situation; one type was strategic and
the other operational. Operational problems were always associated with a single decision maker,
whereas strategic and tactical problems were prevalent in both decision maker situations. Stand based
problems were in all cases but one linked with a single decision maker, but were associated to all three
temporal scales, strategic, tactical, and operational.

Table 4. The most frequent problem types, based on temporal and spatial scales and the number of
decision makers, ordered by decreasing frequency.

Accumulated Frequency Temporal Scale Spatial Scale Decision Makers

(% by Problems) Strategic Tactical Operational Regional Forest Stand Single >1

14% 1 1 1
25% 1 1 1
35% 1 1 1
44% 1 1 1
53% 1 1 1
61% 1 1 1
67% 1 1 1
73% 1 1 1
78% 1 1 1
82% 1 1 1

3.2. Categorisation of the FMDSS

Having presented our analysis of the problem types to which FMDSS were applied in the reporting
countries, we moved on to consider the information extracted from the CRs regarding the categorisation
of the FMDSS instances according to the scheme of Table 3. Importantly, the CRs did not mention the
intensity of use of each FMDSS, or even how many people or entities were using a specific FMDSS at the
time of the research. Thus, as for the analysis of problem types, we began by examining the occurrences
over the reporting countries for each category, within the three supra-categories enumerated in Table 3.
In addition, numbers of instances by category and problem type were retrieved from the CRs, and are
reported here.

Under the supra-category of model type (Table 5), models for timber production existed in all
countries but one. There were a total of 256 instances where a timber production model was used,
of which 128 referred to strategic problems, 83 to tactical problems, 44 to operational problems, and one
was unspecified. The most frequent strategic planning problem for the application of timber production
models was harvest scheduling with 44 instances, followed by general landscape development with
26 instances, and stand development with 16 instances.

Table 5. Type of model in FMDSS.

Type of Model Occurrence (%) * Total Instances

Production 96% 256
Ecological 44% 24

* Occurrence over all countries = [N – n(0)]/N, where N = total number of analysed country reports (25 countries),
and n(0) = number of countries reporting no use of models of the specified type.

There were fewer FMDSS that utilised ecological models (Table 5). Of the 24 total instances, there
were 10 related to fire, five regarding storage or flux of elements like carbon and nitrogen, two for
wind, and the remaining seven instances related to the protection of water, habitats, or against erosion
and pests.

Table 6 shows that optimization and simulation techniques were frequently applied, whereas
MCDA was less common. By classifying the problem types corresponding to the instances according
to the temporal and spatial scale (Table 2), Table 7 provides more insight into the kind of method
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applied to specific problem types. There was a tendency for strategic and tactical problems to be
approached with simulation rather than optimization when linked to the regional level, whereas forest
level problems tended to be approached with optimization rather than simulation. MCDA methods
were most common for forest level problems. The operational level had rather few instances overall,
with simulation dominant for forest scale problems, but optimization was more common for stand
level problems.

Table 6. Type of method in FMDSS.

Method Occurrence (%) * Total Instances

Simulation 92% 126
Optimization 88% 158
MCDA 48% 50

* Occurrence over all countries = [N – n(0)]/N, where N = total number of analysed country reports (25 countries),
and n(0) = number of countries reporting no use of a method of the specified type.

Table 7. Breakdown of method group instances by problem type (temporal and spatial scale).

Method Simulation Optimization MCDA

Temporal Scale Strategic Tactical Operational Strategic Tactical Operational Strategic Tactical Operational

Spatial scale
Regional 24 8 0 13 3 6 6 5 0
Forest 20 19 14 57 29 8 16 13 0
Stand 13 15 13 15 11 16 2 5 3

For problems where an FMDSS method employing optimization was adopted, it is interesting to
explore the complexity of the problems, which can be inferred by considering the spatial scale and
context of the problems addressed, and how this affected the selection of the optimization method. The
highest level of complexity corresponded to regional and forest level problems, in which neighbour
interrelations were incorporated. A characteristic of such multi-stand problems is that they comprise
a great number, sometimes thousands of different forest units. At the other end of the spectrum are
spatial problems with no neighbourhood interactions and non-spatial problems. Problems within
these latter categories shared (or almost always shared) the property that actions in one forest unit did
not affect the costs, output, growth conditions, etc., of another unit.

Table 8 shows that LP was the most common optimization method for dealing with problems at
the multi-stand level in which the system did not incorporate interrelations between neighbouring
stands. For regional and forest problems which demanded the consideration of neighbourhood
interrelations, optimization through more advanced methods such as heuristics and MIP formulations
were as common as LP. The majority of the stand level problems in which there were no neighbourhood
interrelations to consider were approached with non-linear optimization methods. There were no
instances of spatial problems at the stand level with neighbourhood relations which were solved by
optimization techniques. It happens because when problems are related to only one stand, usually,
there are no neighbourhood relations and the spatial problems involving tree level decision were
classified under “no neighbourhood relations”.

Table 8. Instances of optimization methods used for problems with different spatial scales and contexts.

Spatial Scale Spatial Context Optimization Method

LP MIP DP NLP Heuristics Other

regional & forest
(multi-stand)

no neighbourhood interrelations 30 12 0 5 16 11
with neighbourhood interrelations 7 7 3 4 7 15

stand
no neighbourhood interrelations 7 1 5 9 8 5
with neighbourhood interrelations 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fifty problems were approached by MCDA-based FMDSS. The principle distinguishing factor
among the problems addressed was their temporal scale. Reports of the use of MCDA methods covered
24 strategic problems and 23 tactical problems, with just three instances of their use in operational
problems. The distribution of MCDA methods over the strategic and tactical problems is presented in
Figure 3; the most commonly applied methods for both strategic and tactical problems were found to
be Voting and MAUT, followed by AHP.
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Figure 3. The use of MCDA methods for strategic and tactical problems.

Participatory planning, the final supra-category of Table 3, was not found to be widely used
in addressing forestry management problems, with only 16 countries reporting instances of its use.
The distribution over the types of techniques used in Participatory Planning is presented in Table 9.
Participatory planning can be formulated as an MCDA technique, which provides a relatively rigorous
framework for problem solving, but only four countries reported instances of participatory planning
by MCDA. The most common approach to participatory planning was through meetings, five countries
reported the use of techniques based on surveys and interviews, and five pointed to the utilisation of
specific systems or processes (like cognitive mapping and group decision making).

Table 9. Techniques for handling participatory planning problems.

Technique Occurrence (%) *

Meetings 52%
Surveys and interviews 20%
Specific system or process 20%
MCDA 16%

* Occurrence over all countries = [N – n(0)]/N, where N = total number of analysed country reports (25 countries),
and n(0) = number of countries reporting no use of a method of the specified type.

A total of 10 countries reported instances of the use MCDA techniques in FMDSS, with four
counties reporting on their specific use within participatory planning processes. This implies that
MCDA was also sometimes being applied within non-participatory planning environments.

3.3. Lessons Learned on the Construction and Use of FMDSS

The original instructions for the preparation of the CRs directed local researchers to present their
findings under three headings: Models and Methods, Knowledge Management, and Participatory
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Planning Processes, with no particular emphasis applied among the headings. We anticipated that
the conclusions section of the reports would give equal weight to these three aspects of the survey.
However, this did not happen; some issues and lessons learned were mentioned far more frequently
among the CR conclusions than others. In addition, the local researchers used the conclusions sections
to open topics which lay beyond the originally intended scope of the survey. Several of these topics
were recurrent, appearing in the conclusion sections of the reports from multiple countries, which
served to identify them as significant lessons learned (LL).

The processing of the LL contained within the conclusions sections began with their grouping,
under the three original themes, supplemented by groups corresponding to the additional issues
raised in the CRs. Typically, the CR authors gave their opinion of the relative importance of the
issues mentioned and the different LL. These opinions were incorporated into the grouping process,
so that it discerned topics that were rated as of high importance by the local researchers across
multiple countries.

Table 10 enumerates the groups used to classify the LL, and reports the number of LL by group
and countries. The groups are: (i) Expertise: every LL that expresses any kind of concern about
education or technical knowledge needed to develop or use the FMDSS; (ii) Involvement of Academia:
groups every LL that is related to participation of researchers in FMDSS use or development; (iii)
Modelling: every LL that expresses any issue about the need of modelling improvement; (iv) KM
Techniques: regards the LL that mentions anything about how they deal with data, information or
knowledge; (v) Participatory Processes: any LL that expresses needs or concerns related to how they
are involving all stakeholders over the planning process.

Table 10. Number of lessons learned by group and occurrences by country.

Group of Lessons Learned Instances Countries (n) Occurrence (%) *

Expertise 8 8 31%
Involvement of Academia 14 13 54%

Modelling 11 8 31%
KM Techniques 17 15 58%

Participatory Processes 26 19 73%

* Occurrence = n/N, where N = total number of countries who submitted conclusions (26).

Expertise and the Involvement of Academia were the additional topic groups beyond the three
surveyed topics that attracted wide attention within the conclusions section of the CRs, and merited
detailed further consideration.

We have conducted a separate analysis of the issues underlying each group of LL to probe in
greater depth their implications for current and future applications of FMDSS. Expertise was mentioned
by eight countries (Table 10), two of which had an education index (from United Nations HDI) of
less than 0.96, and the other six were among the top twenty countries in terms of education. In the
first two (educationally underdeveloped) countries, the LL were related to forest general education,
with the authors expressing the opinion that formal education is an important pre-requisite for the
effective use of FMDSS, while a lack of education imposes limitations on FMDSS use. Five, among
the second group of six, reported the importance of training so that forest managers receive adequate
preparation to apply ever more complex DSS to forestry problems. Given these opinions, it might be
imagined that there would be differentiation among the types of forestry problems addressed and the
FMDSS methods applied to solve them between the countries. However, this proved not to be the case;
all eight countries who identified Expertise as an important LL were making use of complex models,
were applying modern methods to their solution, and had access to the necessary technology. The
information in the CRs allowed assessments only of problem types and solution methods. While the
infrastructure was known from the CRs to be in place in all eight countries, the extent to which FMDSS
were in active use in the countries could not be determined. The lesson learned from the opinions of
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the local researchers, that more training will make the use of FMDSS more widespread and open new
possibilities, is considered valid, regardless the size of the country, the resources available, and the
forest area managed with DSS.

The advancement and efficient use of FMDSS have depended upon mutually fruitful relationships
between researchers in academia and practitioners. In the literature analysed in the introduction
section of this paper, many authors have demonstrated how real needs and contemporary challenges
have been the stimuli for scientific development [13,15,20,25]. In the previous section, data analysis
from the CRs provided valuable information about how much of the available research has been
applied to real forest management problems. Although the survey did not invite opinions on the
Involvement of Academia, the many and strong responses from local researchers place it center stage
as a driver for and a relevant issue in FMDSS use. In thirteen CRs, the authors reported that not only
did local academic institutions prepare users to use the DSS, but also participated in the development
of the tools. Of the fourteen LL that referenced Involvement of Academia, four attributed the successful
use of FMDSS in the government and/or private sector due to the influence of academia, two claimed
that the involvement of academia was rising and promoting FMDSS, and another two reported that
they were in the early stages of learning how to use FMDSS, and that they had successfully turned to
academia to promote the introduction of FMDSS.

To test for the possible influence of local academia on the forestry management problems
addressed in particular countries, we divided the countries into two mutually exclusive groups,
A and B. Group A comprised the countries who mentioned the importance of the involvement of
academia and Group B comprised the rest. The pattern of forest management problem types was the
same for the two groups, from which we concluded that the involvement of local academia does not
seem to drive the implementation of FMDSS directed at problems of high complexity.

Not all the lessons learned under the Involvement of Academia group were positive. There
were seven lessons that together and similarly pointed to a concerning distance between FMDSS
practitioners and researchers in academia. Further analysis of these opinions brought forward two
causes for this distance. Users were demanding solutions of lower complexity than those under
development in academia. The output available from academia in the form of research results was
highly technical, making it difficult for practitioners to perceive how it could be applied to their
needs for FMDSS. These LL statements suggest that the current relationship between practitioners
and researchers may not be optimal for the advancement of FMDSS. Some adjustment so that research
challenge and system complexity, on the one hand, and real-world needs on the other are brought into
better balance is required, although the point of balance is still unknown.

Reports from eight countries highlighted Modelling among LL. This is many fewer than the 19
who mentioned participatory planning processes, and while it may appear to tell us that M & M is no
longer among the major concerns, it should not be taken to mean that major advances are not seen as
required. The basic solutions to the main production problems were found some decades ago, and it
is tempting to view the eleven Modelling LL as simple requests for improvements in the existing set
of M & M. Four highlighted the need for tools to address problem types which have not previously
received attention, and another seven pointed to improvements in M & M required to address better
some existing problem types. Responding to these needs as well as new challenges is an integral part
of the continuing evolution of FMDSS [14], which brings with it constant demands for new models
and improvements in the methods employed to solve them. The eleven Modelling LL are among areas
which, according to the literature, are under current and active development [2,7,20,22]. Among the
necessary improvements, one prominent recurrence was methods that can handle risk and uncertainty.
This is a challenging endeavour and delineates a clear scientific frontier: the application of stochastic
programming to forest management problems. Six CRs focused on improvements required so that
FMDSS can address the difficult problems related to operational issues at the regional scale, when
there are spatial constraints with multiple objectives and products. According to Eriksson et al. [25],
the scientific community has successfully applied operational research knowledge to forestry problems
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of this type. Our analysis has shown that while small in number the M & M LL contained many major
challenges whose resolution will require advances at the frontiers of current research in FMDSS.

Our main finding in relation to Knowledge Management technology in FMDSS is that there
is no common understanding about its terms and concepts across the reporting countries. This
emerged through both the standardisation and two-round classification of the answers to the structured
questions designed to probe KM usage and tools (it is noteworthy that KM concepts do not figure
explicitly within the supra-categories and categories enumerated in Table 3), and the lack of any
consistent themes within the conclusion sections of the CRs. Despite the ethereal nature of the topic of
KM, the authors of 17 CRs did offer comments that could be viewed as LL. The general consensus was
that large amounts of data are required for FMDSS, and that such systems also generate a large amount
of information. This appreciation was expressed in fourteen LL insisting that “special technology”
was required to manage the large amount of data required for FMDSS and that “knowledge-based
systems” were needed to process the large amount of information generated from such systems.
Some said KM technology, according to their understanding, was one of the keys to the success
of the use of FMDSS, and others expressed much the same opinion by citing the need for more
technology in this area because it was critical for success. Therefore, even though understandings
concerning KM technologies were very heterogeneous, FMDSS users perceived a strong dependence
between information technology and the successful use of FMDSS. In this sense, the authors of the
CRs have reached the same recommendation as found in a number of studies of previously developed
applications: forest management has reached a scientific frontier, which may only be breached through
the application of advanced knowledge management techniques [29,30].

Participatory Planning was mentioned in nineteen CRs, and in many, there was more than one
statement emphasising different aspects of this theme (Table 10). Participatory Planning was the
most emphasized of the five topics, with more than twice as many instances as for Modelling. The
issues raised in the LL statements fell into two categories: there were thirteen LL statements about
the potentially contentious relevance of participatory planning processes, and six LL statements
about how FMDSS could support participatory planning processes. This parallels the perception
that the introduction of participatory planning into forestry management is a two-stage process. The
first stage is reached when decision makers accept the need for the involvement of a community of
stakeholders in forestry decisions, and perceive that early involvement brings better solutions. Having
accepted the participation of a wider community of stakeholders, the second stage is the introduction
of technology into participatory planning to support the efforts of all the contributors to find a best
solution. An obvious application of technology would be to run “what if” simulations to explore the
consequences of proposals from stakeholders, and use the results to inform the decision making. Thus
in the first group, comprising 13 statements, the LL pointed to the importance of the involvement of
stakeholders, the sharing of responsibility, the legitimacy of the planning process, and the participation
of users in all phases. While in the second group of seven LL statements, the emphasis was on the
development of technologies that could support the participatory process.

Participatory planning was not considered a relevant issue when publications on forest modelling
started to appear in the 1970s. A recent review of the literature [31] found that the first publication
mentioning the application of participatory planning to FMDSS was presented in the 1990s. Examining
current trends in FMDSS, participatory planning is the most recent addition into the conceptual
framework of FMDSS [13,14,32,33].

4. Conclusions

This article has focused on the presentation of information collected by local researchers in
26 countries organised in the form of a survey of existing FMDSS, their features, and the problem types
to which they were applied, supplemented by conclusions in which the country authors were asked
to present their opinions as LL. Before presenting our conclusions, we should issue the disclaimer
that the results presented here are no more certain than the data originally provided in the CRs.
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Difficulties were encountered in processing the information, even from the structured questions which
were provided in the form of a common template designed to return key information under the
three headings of Modelling and Methods, Knowledge Management, and Participatory Planning.
Standardisation and classification processes, which can introduce elements of subjectivity into the
analysis, had to be applied by ourselves. The rigour with which the template guidelines were followed
may also be questioned, and different interpretations of what, for instance, distinguishes a forest level
problem from a regional problem will impact on the count of problem type instances. Similarly, counts
of instances of specific methods and comparisons between countries will only be correct if the local
researchers all adopted the same interpretation of phrases such as linear programming and heuristics.
The assessment unit was the country; no attempt was made to weight the instances extracted from
the CRs according to the size of the forest sector or any measure of the intensity of FMDSS activity.
In consequence, major players had fewer opportunities to project their influence and experience
onto the results. Thus, while it is of great interest to ask questions such as how was LP used for
stand problems, and why were heuristics so common for non-spatial large-scale problems, it needs
to be recognised that these questions may arise as much from the processing of the reports and the
interpretation given by the CR authors to the terms, as from how FMDSS were being applied across the
globe. The results presented in this paper are a rich source of such questions, but definitive answers
should not be sought here. This study could only initiate and guide the asking of these questions.
Obtaining answers will require the collecting of new data, subject to more rigorous guidelines than
could reasonably be devised at the time we formulated our survey template. We embarked upon a
very open exploration of an enormous, topical, and developing field. We have returned with highly
relevant data, pertinent questions, and some recommendations.

To provide some sequence to our conclusions, we shall present them in the order of importance
implied by the instance and country occurrence counts of LL by theme contained in Table 10, which
were derived from the opinions of the authors of the CRs. Participatory processes, and hence also
technologies to support participatory planning stood out above the other topics, and in particular
models and methods. The perception is that today we have available a substantial collection of models
and methods, sufficient to address a wide spectrum of contemporary forest management problems.
The issue raised through the LL would appear to be how to use them effectively within the context of
participatory planning, which aims to give greater legitimacy to planning decisions by involving a
community of stakeholders. However, digging into the data from the structured survey suggests that
a key technology that could support participatory planning, MCDA was not frequently employed in
FMDSS. The use of MCDA methods was limited to a few countries, and when applied, involved fairly
sophisticated methods. Stakeholder involvement was more commonly through archaic techniques
such as meetings, surveys, and interviews.

KM is an area rife with confusion, and the country authors appeared to struggle to grasp the
concepts and implications. The authors were able to register very few specific KM implementations
within FMDSS. It appeared as if the forestry community was at the beginning of a learning process:
there was a realisation that KM is required to harness the full power of FMDSS, which draw on a large
amount of knowledge that needs to be curated, and generate large amounts of information for analysis
within decision making. However, a lack of understanding of the basic concepts and the processes
through which analyses can convert information into knowledge is hampering the implementation of
KM. At this stage, KM may be best identified as a frontier ready for development in FMDSS, and will
likely be the focus of future technology improvements.

Next in order of importance came the involvement of academia. Opinions here were multi-faceted,
with training provided from within academia highlighted as the primary route through which forest
managers could gain expertise within the area of FMDSS, and very much a strong positive. Academia
as a repository of expertise for the development of specific FMDSS applications for subsequent
deployment in the forestry sector was also viewed positively. However, the tendency for academia to
add complexity to applications did elicit some negative comments. This may lie behind the view that
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MCDA methods are rather complicated, and indicate that academia has sometimes contributed with
too much sophistication. How these issues of complexity and sophistication as blocks to technology
transfer from academia can be addressed remains uncertain, and should be an area of concern, as moves
to introduce KM techniques and tools, which were poorly understood in the wider forestry community,
into FMDSS appear to be the next frontier for development.

M & M is a very disparate field, and various areas for improvement were evident from the
responses in the CRs. Quantitative models associated with timber production have a long history, and
were well represented in the survey, specific applications within larger FMDSS were growth prediction,
harvest operations, and logistics. In contrast, the modelling LL reflected the lack of both ecological
models, which are required for the prediction of phenomena beyond tree growth, and descriptive
models. As more functions of the forest ecosystem are recognised, we need to make improvements
and advances within the M & M domain to solve new types of forest management problems.

The processing of the raw responses to the structured questions in the template provided to the
CR authors has provided a database of successful implementations of FMDSS, which may be queried.
We have probed this resource to gain insight into the types of problems which are most widely tackled
with FMDSS, and also to look for links between problem types and features of the selected FMDSS
solutions. An area with many implementations, which continues to be a long-term focus of FMDSS,
is large-scale spatial problems (forest and regional level) in combination with multiple decision makers;
the nature of these problems are indicative of applications for policy analysis. At the other end of the
scale were a range of FMDSS implementations that, while addressing the strategic time scale, were
directed to supporting a single decision maker. The spatial scale of these problems was typically stand
or forest level, rather than regional. From these characteristics, we identified FMDSS implementations
for stand and forest level problems with a single decision maker as mainly designed to serve the
requirements of a forest owner.

Moving forward from the probable target users associated with different problem types, we can
start to interpret the types of methods applied within the FMDSS. The objective in examining regional
level problems will likely be the investigation of how different strategies affect forest owners and
other stakeholders of the region (multiple decision makers), and accordingly simulation (or “what-if
analyses”) dominated over optimization techniques. In contrast, forest level problems with a single
decision maker were oriented towards the requirements of a forest owner, which would account for
the dominance of optimization over simulation for these cases. However, there were a significant
number of instances of regional level problems being addressed through optimization, and uses of
simulation methods for forest level problems. These observations pertain to both the strategic and
tactical temporal scales. In contrast, at the shorter operational time scale, optimization dominated at
the regional level and simulation at the forest level. More in depth analysis, through a specifically
targeted survey, would be valuable to better understand exactly when and why different techniques
are used.

Stand level problems had similar instance frequencies for simulation and optimization across
all three temporal scale dimensions. This ran counter to our initial expectations: since most stand
problems were oriented towards a single decision maker, optimization should dominate. When stand
problems were tackled by optimization, the methods adopted showed a relatively high incidence of
more exotic methods like dynamic programming (DP), non-linear programming (NLP), and heuristics
(Table 8). We concluded that practitioners opted to use simpler, simulation-based methods because
stand optimization contained within it technical challenges, some of which evidently remained to be
overcome. Further research into optimization methods to solve stand level problems will be profitable,
and allow optimization to replace simulation.

Another area where we recorded the implementation of a variety of methods was spatially
constrained problems, which is an active frontier in FMDSS research. These problems are often rather
difficult to solve, involving integer variables and being combinatorial in nature. There were a number
of responses indicating the use of LP for spatially constrained problems. However, since LP is not
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considered an appropriate method because of the integer variables, this may indicate a confusion of
terminology. Many of the methods that have been implemented did not fall into any of the standard
categories, and could only be labelled as “other”.

The analyses presented here are not intended to be final. They represent the first attempt to draw
out results from the extensive material collected on FMDSS use in different countries through the
FORSYS project. Other kinds of analysis approaches, such as text mining, could be used in further
research to bring more information to the discussion. The project itself was the first systematically
organised international survey of FMDSS uses and implementations. More in depth studies and
comparisons with other sources will serve to clarify key issues such as: are practitioners selecting
the most appropriate methods to solve their specific forestry problems, and how can we best prepare
forestry managers for their role in which participatory planning supported by technology is set to
become the norm?
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